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ABSTRACT 

One of the core philosophies of the integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project is to 
leverage standard networking technologies whenever possible to both reduce development cost 
and to allow standard networking applications to function.  This also provides the best long-term 
scalability to new unforeseen applications, much as the Internet has grown through its open 
standards.  Unfortunately, the radio frequency (RF) channel characteristics do not fully lend 
themselves to the typical physical layer approaches utilized by IP technologies.  As such, the 
iNET program has developed a specialized communication link management control.  But, 
combining this specialized link management approach with the standardized IP infrastructure on 
the range and test article provides some challenges.  The program has chosen a method to 
encapsulate the special concepts within a set of components that together (at their boundaries) 
form a classic router.  Construction of this router is quite unique in that portions of it are 
geographically separate: antenna sites, test article, and mission control room.  This paper 
describes the construction of what the program calls a “virtual router” and explains the 
performance issues that required it. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The integrated Network Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) project has developed standards for 
network-based telemetry systems.  While these standards are based largely on the existing body 
of commercial networking protocols, the Telemetry Network System (TmNS) has more stringent 
performance requirements in the areas of latency, throughput, operation over constrained links, 
and quality of service (QoS) than typical networked applications.  One of the goals of the iNET 
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project is to be able to leverage the openness of standard IP networking to support a wide variety 
of current and yet-unknown future applications, just as the same IP networking technology has 
supported the growth of diverse applications in the Internet. 

Unfortunately, the RF channel characteristics do not fully lend themselves to the typical physical 
layer approaches utilized by IP technologies.  As such, the iNET program has developed a 
specialized communication link management control.  But combining this specialized link 
management approach with the standardized IP infrastructure on the range and test article 
provides some challenges. 

Solving these challenges requires careful planning.  It is important that whatever solution is 
chosen does not prevent standard networking applications from functioning.  The power of using 
networks as the basis of TmNS is to be able to leverage standard networking applications, both 
current and future.  The iNET program has chosen a method to encapsulate the special concepts 
within a set of components that together (at their boundaries) form a classic router.  Construction 
of this router is quite unique in that portions of it are geographically separate: antenna sites, test 
article, and mission control room.  This paper describes the construction of what the program 
calls a “virtual router” and explains the performance issues that required it. 

INET NETWORK ENVIRONMENT 

The networks used in telemetry applications may use some of the same building blocks that are 
used in typical enterprise computer networking, but the performance requirements for telemetric 
networks require purposeful planning of architectures and interfaces to achieve success.  In 
enterprise networks, most applications can live with best effort service delivery because the 
applications rarely have tight latency requirements.  Telemetric networks have a much more 
difficult problem than enterprise networks.  Since a majority of the traffic in these networks is 
movement of acquired test data, a high percentage of the traffic has tight latency requirements 
(100s of milliseconds) due to safety of flight concerns.   

One of the key benefits of the new iNET program is the development of a two-way network 
telemetry link connecting the test article network to the ground network.  Within iNET’s 
Telemetry Network System (TmNS) architecture, the Test Article (TA) Subsystem connects to 
the Mission Control Room (MCR) Subsystem by way of the Radio Frequency (RF) Network 
Subsystem coordinated by the Range Operations Subsystem (ROS).  Like most wireless 
networks, practical constraints on available spectrum mandate that the available network 
throughput in the RF Network Subsystem is significantly smaller (in some cases two to three 
orders of magnitude smaller) than in the test article and ground networks it connects.  Managing 
this constrained RF Network Subsystem link efficiently is critical to ensuring that as much high-
priority traffic is able to pass with as little latency as possible, often with additional reliability 
constraints. 

The dynamic and distributed nature of the RF Network Subsystem presents additional 
challenges.  A test article communicates over the RF Network Subsystem to one of several 
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ground stations depending on the location and orientation of the test article at that moment in 
time.  The ground stations are distributed geographically across the range to provide coverage for 
the test mission.  Each test article typically has one test article radio to communicate to a ground 
station or another test article (in the relay case).  Each ground station may have one or more pair 
of ground radios and tracking ground antennas to communicate with test article(s) on the range.  
Since the radios utilize a time-division multiple access (TDMA) method for channel access, the 
channel is also subdivided by time in addition to the geographical, spatial beam pattern, and 
frequency subdivisions from the distributed directional antenna infrastructure.  This complexity 
has to be managed by a combination of the Link Manager (LM), RF Network Manager (RFNM), 
and RF Network Operations (RFNO) manager. 

MAINTAINING NETWORK COMPATIBILITY 

It is important that all of this complexity in the RF Network Subsystem is hidden from the 
applications in the test article and MCR that use the TmNS to communicate.  If these 
applications have to become aware of the specifics of the RF Network Subsystem, then they have 
to be specialized for at least use in TmNS, and possibly for a specific mission or range.  While 
this could still achieve the technical goals of iNET, it would sacrifice the ability to leverage the 
wealth of standard current and future network applications for capability expansion and cost 
reduction of telemetry. 

The key to “hiding” the complexity is to maintain a standard network interface to the test article 
and MCR networks.  IP networking is implemented through a combination of interconnected 
routers to direct and control network data flow.  Standard routers are able to interoperate because 
they provide a standard interface according to a collection of Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF) standards.  The core of this interface is covered by IETF Request for Comments (RFC) 
1812.  Likewise, if all of the TmNS specifics of the RF Network Subsystem can be contained 
within the boundary of the RF Network Subsystem with an RFC 1812-compliant interface at the 
edge, the connected test article and MCR networks will see the RF Network Subsystem as 
another standard router in the network.  Even though the RF Network Subsystem is composed of 
numerous distributed physical components, it can logically appear as a single “virtual router” to 
the rest of the system.   

DRIVING PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

The iNET TmNS has several challenging technical performance measures (TPMs) that are 
expected to require capabilities beyond what can be achieved by only using standard networking 
technology.  The wireless portion of the TmNS combined with moving test articles lead to the 
need for the network to adjust to changing topologies.  Topology changes in IP networks are 
handled by routers that implement a wide variety of standards-compliant routing protocols.  This 
concept is typically referred to as mobility in standard networks.  The tight latency and reliability 
requirements of the iNET TmNS challenge traditional routing technologies.  Standard routing 
technologies have been purposely built to be stable over a wide mix of Internet-scope networks 
even if it means brief losses of connectivity.  In general purpose networks this is fine because 
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higher-level protocols resend data and general network traffic does not have tight latency 
requirements.  Consequently, the fastest achievable mobility handoffs using standard routing 
technologies are in the 2-10 seconds range.  While standard routing is insufficient for TmNS 
required performance, the virtual router approach described in this paper appears to be capable of 
achieving the following three Technical Performance Measures (TPMs) related to Antenna to 
Antenna handoff: 

• TPM 3.3.1 – Time to handoff shall be less than 400 ms while sustaining a packet rate 
greater than 1000 IP packets per second. Time to handoff is specified as the time period 
from when a decision is made to handoff until all data is flowing to the new antenna and 
data is no longer flowing from the previous antenna. 

• TPM 3.3.2 – The amount of data lost during an antenna to antenna handoff shall be zero 
(0) bytes while sustaining a packet rate greater than 1000 IP packets per second. 

• TPM 3.3.4 – After antenna to antenna handoff is complete, it shall be possible to initiate 
another antenna to antenna handoff within zero (0) seconds while sustaining a packet rate 
greater than 1000 IP packets per second. 

VIRTUAL ROUTER APPROACH 

The virtual router concept is to “virtualize” a portion of an existing network so that it appears as 
a single logical router to the rest of the network.  This can be accomplished by adding a small set 
of specialized nodes to key locations in the existing network.  By “virtualize”, we mean that the 
collection of network components (both the existing range network equipment and the added 
specialized nodes) will present a single overall RFC 1812-compliant router interface to the other 
portions of network outside the virtual router.  This is similar in concept to how a virtual 
machine presents a single logical CPU interface to an operating system through use of a 
combination of hardware and software. 

The virtual router is implemented by adding a few specialized network nodes to key locations in 
the network determined by the topology of the network being “virtualized” and the particular 
performance improvements being sought compared to the standard network.  These nodes 
establish communications among themselves to both tunnel data through the virtual router and to 
adapt to dynamics in the underlying network connectivity of the devices “contained” within the 
virtual router.  The tunneling would adapt to conditions and connectivity in the infrastructure 
encapsulated by the virtual router so that the rest of the devices outside the bounds of the virtual 
router will only see one fixed route.   

The virtual router approach can improve performance in latency, throughput, and robustness of 
the network by effectively “hiding” the performance impacts of standard routing protocols.  For 
example, the virtual router provides a mechanism to transform the end-to-end quality of service 
by performing adaptive traffic engineering based on observed measurements of throughput and 
latency.  Based on these measurements, the virtual router can adaptively reshape and reprioritize 
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traffic as needed to achieve performance.  The virtual router approach also provides a 
mechanism for achieving the iNET TPMs for Antenna to Antenna handoffs while still 
maintaining a standard network interface so that applications see “just a network”. 

Figure 1 shows a typical TmNS network with associated complexity and performance issues in 
the RF Network Subsystem and range network.  Figure 2 shows how the virtual router “hides” 
the complexities and “heals” the associated performance issues and presents a standard router 
interface to the devices/applications in the test article and MCR that are connected to the virtual 
router. 

 

Figure 1. Logical Network View of a Typical TmNS 
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Figure 2. Logical Network View of Typical TmNS with Virtual Router 

CONCLUSION 

The iNET TmNS promises to open the door to a variety of new capabilities to telemetry systems.  
Leveraging standard IP networking technologies at the core of the TmNS should lead to the 
ability to scale the TmNS to future unforeseen applications just as the Internet has scaled.  The 
TmNS-specific performance challenges that exceed what IP networking provides need to be 
solved in ways that still maintain network compatibility.  The virtual router approach provides a 
pathway to achieving this.  The virtual router concept is an emerging approach that is currently 
being developed.  Tangible results are expected to be available in time for presentation at ITC 
2011. 
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